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Let Them Eat Sprouts 

July 27, 2009 

By Peter Scholtz 

The stock market’s focus has transitioned from the financial problems of 2008 to the economic 

problems of today.  The rally off of the March lows has been a result of a deceleration of the 

economy’s deterioration, like a plane coming in for a landing.  The phrase “green shoots” has 

been used to describe the evidence of the seeds of economic recovery, although it is important to 

recognize that positive growth in the economy has yet to occur.  What we have seen is “less 

negative” growth.  The stock market rally has slowed as it sorts out whether the economy is 

about to finally show positive growth or whether it will simply bounce along the bottom. 

Signs of economic improvement are numerous.  Economic activity has picked up rapidly around 

the globe, contrary to the belief that the U.S. economy would emerge alone and drag the rest of 

the world out of recession.  China has re-accelerated and believes it will grow at nine percent in 

the fourth quarter.  India looks like it is soon to follow.  Brazil’s industrial production is up eight 

percent.  Japan’s is up fourteen percent.  Australia’s retail sales are up eight percent and Ireland’s 

are up nine percent.  Germany claims to have positive growth in the current quarter and Korea is 

recovering nicely.  All of this has helped to accelerate U.S. exports which, are recovering 

sharply. 

A year ago oil was at $145 a barrel.  Gasoline prices have since plummeted and natural gas 

prices are at new lows.  Food prices are down from a year ago and interest rates are down.  All of 

this has created strong growth in real consumer buying power, even if the consumer has seen flat 

nominal earnings.  The consumer has yet to really increase spending but the ability to do so is 

already there. Ten percent may be unemployed but that means that ninety percent are employed 

and they can spend money.  As job losses decrease, consumer confidence will increase; this will 

eventually translate into spending. 

U.S. auto production is up seventy percent in July; a bounce back brought on by extremely low 

inventory levels.  This is the largest percentage increase since the 1970s.  The return of these 

auto workers will stimulate consumer income and help businesses and jobs related to the auto 

plants.  There is a ripple effect from this activity. 
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The government stimulus package is a long-term massive spending plan which is only beginning.  

Less than twelve percent of the money has been spent as bids, allocations, and approvals must 

work through the various bureaucracies.  Government spending will steadily drive the economy 

forward as these projects are funded. 

All of these positive developments are weighed against the negative feedback loops still in 

effect.  Job losses decrease consumer spending, which creates more job losses.  Housing price 

declines make housing more affordable, but also have a negative wealth effect that makes home 

owners tighten their belts.  Again, decreases in consumer spending lead to layoffs as sales 

decline.  Economists debate whether the negative drags or the positive stimuli will dominate. 

The evidence shows that the stimuli are accelerating while the drags are decreasing.  New 

unemployment claims have declined sharply over the past several weeks.  Housing has begun to 

stabilize in many parts of the country.  For this reason, economists have estimated that the 

second half of 2009 will show positive growth in GDP.  As evidence mounts for positive 

economic growth, the stock market will resume its uptrend, dragging in the mountains of cash on 

the sidelines.  Green shoots will continue to emerge and turn into sprouts.  The bulls need 

something to sustain the uptrend; emerging evidence of economic growth will let them eat 

sprouts. 

Investors are still on the sidelines.  Money Market Funds are bulging.  As economic data 

continues to improve we feel that this money will be put into the market and the current uptrend 

will continue.  A year from now the S&P 500 should be at 1200 to 1500 which is a rise of 

twenty-five to fifty percent.  At that point it becomes critical how 2011 is unfolding, but that is a 

discussion for another day. 


